
CHURCH PLANTING MISSIONARY PROCESS 03.18.2014 
CANDIDATE:       STRATEGIST/ASSISTANT:       
PLANTER   INTERN      APPRENTICE   

 
(Check when completed) 

 
1.  Church planting office assigns participant username and password on the tracking system. 

Strategist/Field assistant completes Pre-Assessment Interview. If interview is successful, register 
participant with NAMB.net, Mobilize Me, Becoming a Church Planter, Lead Church Planter; listing 
Missouri Baptist Convention as contact. In some instances, steps 1 and 2 may be reversed. 
 

2.  Strategist/Field Assistant emails NAMB Regional Mobilizer to send application link to participant. 
 
3.  Participants may be forwarded directly from NAMB to MBC. NAMB is responsible for the following: 

contacting registered participant, providing an email link to the NAMB Application, and conducting 
participant background and credit check. MBC will continue to request references.  
NAMB APPLICATION FORWARDED TO STRATEGIST       

BG/CREDIT CHECK (NAMB) RECEIVED       CLEAR   ISSUES  

MBC REFERENCES REQUESTED date REFERENCES RECEIVED number 
 ELI: ISA FULL    PORTRAIT PREDICTOR (DISC & GRAPHS)  

ENTA (GOLDEN PERSONALITY)   PREPARE-ENRICH         
  GIFTS     CLI/CLSI      
 

4.  Strategist/Field assistant must verify a minimum of 4 MBC references by phone. Electronic 
notification provided to the church planting office.  NOTIFICATION RECEIVED       

 
5.  Assessment YES   NO   DATE        COMMENTS:       

 
6.  Assessment Report/Google Doc/NAMB Summary are due to church planting office administrator 

within 10 calendar days from the assessment event. REPORT SENT TO PARTICIPANT       

 
7.  Church planting missionary, spouse, and core group complete Basic training cycle. 

A:       B:       C:        

SAFECHURCH CERTIFICATION RECEIVED         

 
8.  Strategists/Field assistants must verify critical mass has been reached and a baptism has occurred 

before MBC funding is considered. Email notification sent to church planting team leader/ 
administrative assistant. NOTIFICATION RECEIVED       

 
9.  Strategist/Field assistant to work with church planting missionary and other parties involved to 

complete MBC funding packet. All parties will review process documents and assessment report/ 

recommendation. Strategist will forward completed funding packet to church planting team.  

FUNDING PACKET RECEIVED       

 
10.  Final decisions regarding funding will be made by the church planting team leader.  A commitment 

letter will be emailed to the church planting missionary and copied to all parties involved. 

FUNDING PACKET APPROVED               

 
11.  Request created in MyMoMe portal. MBC COMMITMENT LETTER SENT       

 
All church planting missionaries are required to attend an MBC approved Assessment and Basic training cycle prior 
to receiving MBC funding.  Please refrain from implying any guarantee of funding.     
         


